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The Magpul Bipod is designed as the most durable and versatile bipod for 
the money. Rich with important features, our lightweight Mil-spec hard 
anodized 6061 T-6 aluminum and injection-molded polymer bipod brings 
innovation in ergonomics, functionality, strength and value together. An 
aesthetically pleasing, low-profile design conceals its mechanisms and 
hardware, smoothly brushing off snags and bumps. Optimized for rapid 
one-handed adjustments, the bipod quickly and quietly transitions between 
countless user configurations. The Magpul Bipod includes many features 
normally found on bipods at a significantly higher cost.

Durable & Lightweight

The Magpul Bipod is exceptionally strong and built to perform under 
punishing field conditions. Like all Magpul products, the Bipod is 
constructed of rugged, high-strength materials and designed to last a 
lifetime. In the shooting position, it is easily loaded with stabilizing forward 
tension without fear of failure or warping. Mil-spec hard anodized 6061 
T-6 aluminum, stainless steel internals, and injectionmolded reinforced
polymer ensure years of dependable performance and reliability, all while
shaving weight. At just over 11 oz., the Magpul Bipod is lighter than many
pricier bipods currently on the market.

Innovative, Adjustable, & Easy to Use

Deploying and adjusting the Magpul Bipod is quick and easy. 
Springtensioned legs stow neatly forward and snap down and lock into 
place with one hand. Leg extensions slide and lock securely with the push 
of a button on any of the seven half-inch spaced locking detents. The 
legs extend a full four inches, from 6.3” to 10.3”, which is over an inch 
taller than many other bipods. An industry-exclusive 50° of total tilt and 
40° of total pan are controlled by a glove-friendly knurled toolless bipod 
locking knob located between the extended legs, allowing easy adjustment 
between shots. Additionally, the Magpul Bipod has the exclusive ability to 
lock pan at 0°, while maintaining full tilt functionality. 
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Smooth & Unobtrusive

From the drawing board, the Magpul Bipod was designed to be barely 
noticed until needed. Folded, the streamlined housing and legs fit neatly 
under the barrel and are just under 2.3”deep and 3.3” wide. In addition, 
anodized surfaces and tight, precision tolerances mitigate squeaks  
and rattles.

Functional

The Magpul Bipod has many features that are also useful even when it is 
in the stowed position. A soft rubber bipod locking knob cap is attached 
to the bipod locking knob gives users a steady, non-marring forward rest 
while the bipod is folded. Additionally, its staggered soft rubber feet hold 
fast on a variety of shooting surfaces and are easily removed with a roll pin 
punch. Should users choose to change feet, the Magpul Bipod’s legs accept 
all Atlas pattern bipod replaceable feet. 

The Magpul Bipod is available in three popular mounting platforms: 
M-LOK  (MAG933), 1913 Picatinny Rail (MAG941), and A.R.M.S 17S Style
(MAG951), and is available in BLK or FDE colors. The Bipod for A.R.M.S. 17S
Style must be used in conjunction with an appropriate 17S-style mounting
device that is purchased separately and typically is quick-detach capable,
for proper mounting to your weapon system of choice.
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